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ABSTRACT
A simple theory is proposed for steady, two-dimensional, wind-driven coastal upwelling that relates the
dynamics and the structure of the cross-shelf circulation to the stratification, bathymetry, and wind stress. The
new element is an estimate of the nonlinear cross-shelf momentum flux divergence due to the wind-driven crossshelf circulation acting on the vertically sheared geostrophic alongshelf flow. The theory predicts that the
magnitude of the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence relative to the wind stress depends on the Burger number
S 5 aN/ f, where a is the bottom slope, N is the buoyancy frequency, and f is the Coriolis parameter. For
S K 1 (weak stratification), the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence is small, the bottom stress balances the
wind stress, and the onshore return flow is primarily in the bottom boundary layer. For S ø 1 or larger (strong
stratification), the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence balances the wind stress, the bottom stress is small,
and the onshore return flow is in the interior. Estimates of the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence using
moored observations from four coastal upwelling regions (0.2 # S # 1.5) are substantial relative to the wind
stress when S ø 1 and exhibit a dependence on S that is consistent with the theory. Two-dimensional numerical
model results indicate that the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence can be substantial for the time-dependent
response and that the onshore return flow shifts from the bottom boundary layer for small S to just below the
surface boundary layer for S ø 1.5–2.

1. Introduction
Wind-driven coastal upwelling typically brings cold,
nutrient-rich subsurface waters to the surface, fueling
phytoplankton growth. As a result, coastal upwelling
regions, such as the west coasts of North and South
America, are some of the most biologically productive
areas in the world oceans and the sites of some of the
world’s largest fisheries (Barber and Smith 1981). This
has motivated a substantial effort over the last three
decades to study coastal upwelling regions and more
generally the wind-driven circulation (see the following
review articles: Winant 1980; Allen 1980; Huyer 1990;
Smith 1995; Brink 1998; Strub et al. 1998; Hickey 1998;
Badan-Dangon 1998; Shillington 1998). While significant progress has been made in understanding some
aspects of coastal upwelling (e.g., the alongshelf flow),
many features of the cross-shelf and vertical circulation
remain poorly understood (e.g., Lentz 1995; Brink
1998).
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Mean current profiles from midshelf sites in several
coastal upwelling regions illustrate some of the limitations of our understanding of the cross-shelf circulation (Fig. 1). The mean wind stresses are upwelling
favorable at these sites and the cross-shelf velocity profiles during individual upwelling-favorable wind events
are similar to the mean profiles (see, e.g., Fig. 3 in Smith
1981). The mean cross-shelf velocity profiles are qualitatively consistent with two-dimensional coastal upwelling in the sense that there is an offshore flow in the
upper 20–30 m of the water column, and an onshore
return flow below this surface layer. The offshore and
onshore transports are not equal, as would be the case
if the flow were strictly two-dimensional (i.e., no alongshelf variations), but there is a tendency for the two
transports to balance. However, there are substantial differences in the vertical structure of the onshore return
flow at these four sites. The onshore mean flow over
the northwest Africa shelf (Fig. 1a) is in the lower half
of the water column with the maximum onshore flow
near the bottom. On the northern California shelf (Fig.
1b), the onshore flow is weak with a maximum at about
middepth, 50 m in 90 m of water. On the Oregon shelf
(Fig. 1c), the onshore flow is concentrated just below
the surface boundary layer (20–60-m depth), with the
maximum onshore flow at about 40 m in 103 m of water.
Over the Peru shelf (Fig. 1d), the onshore flow spans
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FIG. 1. (top) Mean cross-shelf and (bottom) alongshelf current profiles from four midshelf mooring sites
(after Smith 1981). Burger number S increases from (a) to (d) (see Table 1). Positive currents are offshore
and poleward alongshelf. Northern California profiles are for 1982, and the Peru profiles are from mooring
PS. Note depth scales are different for each site.

most of the water column below the surface boundary
layer, with the maximum onshore flow at middepth and
the hint of an offshore flow near the bottom. At present,
it remains unclear what determines the observed vertical
structure of the cross-shelf velocity and the variations
in the structure for different coastal upwelling regions.
Yet, the vertical structure of the cross-shelf velocity and
the associated vertical velocity are critical to understanding the consequences of upwelling, such as the
redistribution of nutrients. For example, an onshore return flow in the upper half of the water column, as off
Oregon, may be less effective at bringing nutrients into
the euphotic zone than a deeper onshore return flow, as
off northwest Africa.
The structure of the cross-shelf velocity is closely tied
to the alongshelf momentum balance. However, despite
numerous observational studies (Scott and Csanady
1976; Allen and Kundu 1978; Allen and Smith 1981;
Hickey 1984; Lee et al. 1984, 1989; Lentz and Winant
1986; Lentz et al. 1999), the depth-averaged alongshelf
momentum balance over most shelves remains unclear
because of uncertainties in bottom stress estimates, difficulties in accurately measuring alongshelf pressure
gradients, and uncertainties in the Coriolis force associated with the often small depth-averaged cross-shelf
velocities. In the steady depth-integrated alongshelf mo-

mentum balance, the wind stress could be balanced by
an alongshelf pressure gradient, the Coriolis force associated with the cross-shelf transport, bottom stress, or
the divergence in nonlinear advection of momentum.
Only the latter two are a possibility for purely twodimensional flow (no alongshelf variations). If bottom
stress balances the wind stress, then the return flow is
concentrated in the bottom boundary layer, and its magnitude is determined by the alongshelf velocity at the
bottom (Ekman 1905). Of the examples in Fig. 1, only
northwest Africa is consistent with this balance. Early
observations by Sverdrup (1938) of interior onshore
flow during upwelling off California motivated a number of theoretical studies attributing the interior onshore
flow to an alongshelf pressure gradient (e.g., Garvine
1971). Subsequently, alongshelf pressure gradients were
shown to be a substantial component of the subtidal
alongshelf momentum balance on many shelves (e.g.,
Allen and Smith 1981; Lentz and Winant 1986). However, as noted by Smith (1981), direct evidence linking
alongshelf pressure gradients to the vertical structure of
the onshore flow does not exist. In numerical modeling
studies, an alongshelf pressure gradient opposing the
wind stress reduces the cross-shelf flow within the bottom boundary layer, but there is no substantial improvement in reproducing the observed cross-shelf velocity
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profiles (Zamudio and López 1994; Federiuk and Allen
1995). The contribution of nonlinear advection of momentum in the depth-averaged momentum balance has
rarely been estimated or considered in theory [though
see Pedlosky (1978) for an exception], although both
observations (Allen and Kundu 1978) and numerical
modeling results (Federiuk and Allen 1995) suggest that
nonlinear advection of momentum may be substantial
over the Oregon shelf.
To examine both the alongshelf momentum balance
and the cross-shelf circulation during wind-driven coastal upwelling, a steady two-dimensional theory is proposed that relates the depth-integrated dynamics to the
characteristics of the stratification and bathymetry (section 2). (Henceforth two-dimensional implies no alongshelf variations in the flow. An imposed alongshelf pressure gradient is included in the theory.) The new element
is the inclusion and estimation of the nonlinear crossshelf momentum flux divergence in the alongshelf momentum balance. This is not a complete theory for twodimensional coastal upwelling because it does not address the evolution of the density field. Instead, the density structure is defined a priori using scaling arguments.
Nevertheless, this two-dimensional model, though clearly an oversimplification, allows us to isolate the role of
the nonlinear cross-shelf momentum flux and provides
a clearer understanding of the underlying physics that
can be applied to observations and more realistic numerical studies. Furthermore, previous numerical modeling studies (e.g., Federiuk and Allen 1995) and observational studies of the heat balance (Bryden et al.
1980; Richman and Badan-Dangon 1983; Lentz 1987;
Dever and Lentz 1994) indicate that a two-dimensional
perspective is relevant to many coastal upwelling regions.
The key result of this study is the demonstration that
different shelf stratifications and bathymetries can produce variations in the magnitude of the nonlinear crossshelf momentum flux divergence and, hence, in the vertical structure of the wind-driven cross-shelf flow, even
in the absence of alongshelf variations (i.e., no alongshelf pressure gradient). For completeness and comparison to observations, the theory is extended to include an alongshelf pressure gradient (section 2c). Analysis of existing observations from several coastal upwelling regions supports this prediction and shows that
the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence is substantial
relative to the wind stress in some coastal upwelling
regions (section 3). The importance of the nonlinear
cross-shelf momentum flux divergence during the spinup of an upwelling circulation is demonstrated using a
two-dimensional, primitive equation, numerical model
(section 4).
2. Theory
Consider a two-dimensional, wind-driven, stratified
flow over a sloping bottom (Fig. 2). Assuming there are
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the assumed structure of the cross-shelf flow
and isopycnals in response to an upwelling-favorable wind stress.
There is a wind-driven offshore flow in the surface boundary layer
y s and onshore flows in the interior y i and bottom boundary layer y b ,
such that the offshore transport balances the onshore transport. The
geostrophic alongshelf flow is in the direction of the wind stress and
decreases linearly with depth.

no alongshelf variations in the flow (]u/]x 5 0) and sea
level variations are small in comparison with the water
depth, continuity requires that

E

0

y dz 5 0

(1)

2h

everywhere since there can be no cross-shelf transport
at the coast (y 5 0). Here h is the water depth, y is the
cross-shelf component of flow, and y and z are the crossshelf and vertical coordinates, respectively. The depthintegrated alongshelf momentum balance, using (1), is
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where u is the alongshelf velocity; ]h/]x is an imposed
alongshelf sea level gradient, t sx and t bx are the alongshelf components of the surface and bottom stress, respectively, r o is a reference density, and g is gravitational acceleration. The barotropic alongshelf pressure
gradient is included for completeness. Thus, for twodimensional flow, temporal changes in the alongshelf
transport are caused by the divergence in the cross-shelf
momentum flux, an alongshelf pressure gradient, the
wind stress, and the bottom stress.
Scaling arguments and observations (e.g., Brown et
al. 1987) indicate that the cross-shelf momentum balance is primarily geostrophic over most shelves—that
is, a balance between the cross-shelf pressure gradient
and Coriolis force associated with the alongshelf flow.
Furthermore, there is substantial observational evidence
indicating that the vertical shear in the alongshelf flow
(Fig. 1, lower panels) is in thermal wind balance with
the cross-shelf density gradient (Huyer et al. 1979; Brink
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et al. 1980; Winant et al. 1987; Lentz and Trowbridge
2001).
The thermal-wind shear in the alongshelf flow provides the potential for a nonlinear cross-shelf momentum flux during upwelling (or downwelling). For example, during upwelling, the faster near-surface alongshelf flow is carried offshore while the slower subsurface alongshelf flow is carried onshore (Fig. 2), resulting
in a net offshore momentum flux. This is similar to the
net offshore flux of heat during upwelling owing to
warmer near-surface water being carried offshore while
cooler subsurface waters are carried onshore. The theory
proposed below for the momentum balance is analogous
to the simple model for the wind-driven offshore heat
flux during upwelling proposed by Lentz (1987). There
must be a divergence in the cross-shelf momentum flux,
assuming it is nonzero somewhere offshore, because the
flux is zero at the coast. The goal here is to determine
under what circumstances, if any, this contribution to
the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence is substantial
relative to the wind stress. Determining the cross-shelf
momentum flux divergence requires estimates of the
alongshelf and cross-shelf velocity profiles.
a. Estimation of the nonlinear cross-shelf momentum
flux
An estimate of the alongshelf velocity profile is obtained by integrating the thermal wind balance vertically
from the surface to a depth z, yielding
u(z) ø u s 1

g ]r
z,
f r o ]y

(3)

where u s is the velocity at the surface, f is the Coriolis
parameter, and for simplicity the cross-shelf density gradient ]r/]y is assumed to be independent of z.
The cross-shelf velocity profile is assumed to consist
of three components: wind-driven Ekman transport in
a surface boundary layer of thickness d s , bottom-stressdriven Ekman transport in a bottom boundary layer of
thickness d b , and an interior flow (as in Dever 1997).
The vertically uniform, cross-shelf velocities are

t sx
,
ro f d s

2d s , z , 0,

yi 5

t sx 2 t bx
,
ro f h

2h , z , 0,

yb 5

t bx
,
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2h , z , 2h 1 d b .
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(4)
and

(5)
(6)

The interior velocity y i in (5) follows from (1), (4), and
(6).
There is substantial observational evidence from
coastal upwelling regions supporting the assumption
that the transport in the surface boundary layer nearly
equals the wind-driven Ekman transport (Smith 1981;

Badan-Dangon et al. 1986; Winant et al. 1987; Lentz
1992) and that there is often a tendency for the onshore
transport (y i h 1 y b d b ) to balance the offshore surface
boundary layer transport (e.g., Smith 1981; Dever 1997;
Lentz and Trowbridge 2001). The observational support
for an Ekman balance in the bottom boundary layer is
less substantial (Trowbridge and Lentz 1998; Lentz and
Trowbridge 2001), due in part to the lack of near-bottom
current and stress observations in coastal upwelling regions. The expectation that the interior cross-shelf flow
y i is vertically uniform, while convenient, is not supported by observations (e.g., Fig. 1). The assumption
here is that the vertical structure of the flow affects the
quantitative, but not the qualitative, results, and this is
discussed in section 3b.
Given the vertical structure of y (z) from (4)–(6) and
u(z) from (3), it is straightforward to integrate the product to estimate the nonlinear cross-shelf momentum flux
(again making the assumption that ]r/]y is independent
of z),

E

[

]

g ]r t sx s
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(d 2 h) 1
(d 2 h) . (7)
2r o f ]y r o f
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0

uy dz ø
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This estimate assumes contributions to the cross-shelf
momentum flux, associated with the stress-driven vertical shears in the boundary layers, that would be present
even in the absence of stratification, are relatively small.
The numerical model calculations support this assumption for the time-dependent upwelling response (see section 3b).
The cross-shelf gradient of (7), assuming no crossshelf variations in d s , d b , t sx , t bx , and ]r/]y, is
]
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where a 5 ]h/]y is the bottom slope and N 2 5
2(g/r o )(]r/]z) is the buoyancy frequency. Thus, in this
model, the divergence in the cross-shelf momentum flux
only occurs over a sloping bottom and where there are
sloping isopycnals, that is, where there is thermal wind
shear in the alongshelf flow. There would be no crossshelf momentum flux far offshore where the isopycnals
are level.
Previous theoretical studies indicate that the natural
cross-shelf scale for the region of sloping isopycnals
during upwelling is the baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation Nh/ f (Charney 1955; Allen 1980). This suggests that the isopycnal slope should be proportional to
the local water depth h divided by the local baroclinic
deformation radius; that is,

)

]z
]y

r

52

h
f
]r /]y
ø 6a
5 6a ,
]r /]z
(Nh/ f )
N

(9)

where the sign is the same as the sign of the alongshelf
wind stress, negative for upwelling, and a is a proportionality constant. For the upwelling regions in Fig. 1,
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culation, consider first the simplest case: steady-state,
no alongshelf pressure gradient, and an upwelling-favorable wind stress. Inclusion of an alongshelf pressure
gradient is considered in section 2c, and the downwelling response (t sx . 0) is discussed in section 4b.
For this case, substituting (10) into (2) yields

t bx ø t sx

1 2 bS/2
.
1 1 bS/2

(11)

Substitution of (11) into (10) provides a steady-state
estimate of the divergence in the cross-shelf momentum
flux during upwelling-favorable winds (assuming no
alongshelf pressure gradient)
]
]y
FIG. 3. Average isopycnal slopes as a function of f /N for each of
the mooring sites. Isopycnal slopes were estimated from mean density
sections shown in Brink et al. (1981) for Peru; Huyer and Smith
(1985) for Oregon; Barton et al. (1977) for northwest Africa; Huyer
(1984) for northern California 1981; and Huyer and Kosro (1987)
for northern California 1982. The mean isopycnal slope for northwest
Africa is uncertain because the slope is steeper over the outer half
of the shelf than over the inner half of the shelf. The estimated
isopycnal slope for Peru is representative of the upper 50 m of the
water column because isopycnals slope down toward the coast below
about 70-m depth.

mean isopycnals (from averaged density sections) slope
upward toward the coast with a slope of about
0.25 f /N, supporting (9) with a 5 0.25 (Fig. 3). Interestingly, the time-dependent numerical model results
discussed in section 3b also yield isopycnal slopes of
about 0.25 f /N in the vicinity of the upwelling jet.
Using (9) to estimate the isopycnal slope, (8) may be
written as
]
]y
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2h
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| t sx | S
t bx
1 1 sx ,
ro 2
t

(10)

where S 5 aN/ f is the Burger number and the absolute
value arises from the product of the wind stress and the
isopycnal slope (both negative for upwelling). The proportionality constant b accounts for both the constant a
in (9) and deviations from the assumed vertical structures of the cross-shelf and alongshelf velocity profiles
(see Fig. 1). The estimate of the divergence in the crossshelf momentum flux given by (10) depends only on
the assumed velocity profiles (3)–(6). It does not depend
on the size of the alongshelf pressure gradient, or whether or not the flow is steady. To proceed beyond (10)
requires knowing how the bottom stress depends on t sx
and S, which can be determined from the alongshelf
momentum balance (2) as discussed next.
b. Steady, two-dimensional upwelling with no
alongshelf pressure gradient
To gain insight into how the cross-shelf momentum
flux divergence influences the dynamics and the cir-

E

0

2h

uy dz ø

t sx
bS
.
r o 1 1 bS/2

(12)

In this case, both the bottom stress and the divergence
in the cross-shelf momentum flux depend only on the
Burger number and the alongshelf wind stress. As noted
above, there is a cross-shelf momentum flux because
the faster, near-surface alongshelf flow is carried offshore by the wind-driven Ekman transport in the surface
boundary layer and is replaced by an onshore transport
of the slower alongshelf flow in either the interior or
the bottom boundary layer. There is a divergence in the
cross-shelf momentum flux because the top-to-bottom
alongshelf velocity difference increases as the water
depth increases since the thermal wind shear is assumed
constant. Consequently, the difference between the
alongshelf velocity being carried offshore near the surface and the alongshelf velocity being returned onshore
in the interior or near the bottom increases as the water
depth increases. In (12), (t sx /r o )S is the cross-shelf Ekman transport, t sx /(r o f ), multiplied by aN, which, using
(3) and (9), can be shown to equal the cross-shelf gradient in the top-to-bottom alongshelf velocity difference
due to changes in water depth. The factor b/(1 1 bS/2)
accounts for the degree to which the onshore return flow
is in the bottom boundary layer (S small) or in the
interior (S order 1 or larger). This alters the cross-shelf
momentum flux divergence because the top-to-interior
alongshelf velocity difference is smaller than the topto-bottom difference.
The theoretical dependence of the steady two-dimensional wind-driven upwelling response on S is evident
from (11) and (12). Given the assumptions made in
deriving (12), the divergence in the cross-shelf momentum flux is always negative during upwelling, so it
will tend to balance (oppose) the wind stress. (In the
following discussion b is assumed to be approximately
1 for simplicity). For small S, the divergence in the
cross-shelf momentum flux is small from (12) (Fig. 4b
line), and there is a balance between the surface stress
and the bottom stress from (11) (Fig. 4a line). As a
consequence, the onshore return flow is concentrated in
the bottom boundary layer; that is, from (4)–(6) y b d b
ø y s d s and y i h is small (Fig. 5 lines). As S increases,
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FIG. 5. The normalized cross-shelf transports in the interior
(V i /V s ) and the bottom boundary layer (V b /V s ) as a function of the
Burger number (S), from the steady theory (lines, discussed in section
2b) and the numerical model (symbols, discussed in section 3b).
Numerical model values are after 13 days from a location 20 km
offshore. Theoretical transports are calculated from (4)–(6) using (11)
to estimate the bottom stress.

c. Steady, two-dimensional upwelling with an
alongshelf pressure gradient
FIG. 4. Estimates of the terms in the vertically integrated alongshelf
momentum balance, normalized by the wind stress, from the steady
theory (lines, discussed in section 2b; b 5 1) and the numerical model
runs (v, discussed in section 3b). The normalized terms are (a) the
bottom stress, (b) the divergence in the cross-shelf momentum flux,
and (c) the temporal acceleration. Numerical model values are averages from day 12 to day 14 over the region between y 5 10 km
and y 5 20 km. Results from three numerical model runs from Allen
et al. (1995) are also shown (triangles) in (a).

the divergence in the cross-shelf momentum flux increases, the bottom stress decreases (Fig. 4), and there
is a corresponding increase in y i and decrease in y b ;
that is, more of the return flow occurs in the interior
(Fig. 5). At S 5 2b 21 (S 5 2 in Figs. 4 and 5), the
bottom stress vanishes because the interior thermal wind
shear is large enough to bring the near-bottom alongshelf flow to zero. Therefore, the wind stress is balanced
by the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence, and all
the return flow is in the interior. For S . 2b 21 , the theory
suggests there is a reversal in the alongshelf flow near
the bottom, so the bottom stress acts in the same direction as the wind stress, and both are balanced by the
offshore momentum flux (not shown). However, in this
case there would be offshore flow in the bottom boundary layer that would presumably cause the isopycnals
to tilt in the opposite direction near the bottom, which
is inconsistent with our assumption that the isopycnal
slope is constant with depth. This emphasizes the major
limitation of this model; a constant isopycnal slope given by (9) is assumed, rather than solving for the structure
of the density field.

As noted above, observational studies of the alongshelf momentum balance in coastal upwelling regions
have shown that alongshelf pressure gradients are often
an important component of the subtidal dynamics (Allen
and Smith 1981; Hickey 1984; Brown et al. 1987; Lentz
1994). Including the barotropic alongshelf pressure gradient in (2) for the case of steady, two-dimensional upwelling (t sx , 0) and following the derivation in the
previous section, the resulting estimates of the divergence in the cross-shelf momentum flux and the bottom
stress are
]
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The addition of a barotropic alongshelf pressure gradient
in (13) modifies the forcing, but it does not change the
dependence of the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence on S relative to (12). In contrast, the addition of
a barotropic alongshelf pressure gradient in (14) does
change the dependence of the bottom stress on S relative
to (11). It will be shown in the following section that
the bottom stress is often small (see also Allen and Smith
1981). In the case where the bottom stress is zero (considered in section 3a), from (13) and (14)
]
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TABLE 1. Parameters for each mooring site: b is the slope of the
assumed linear relationship between temperature and density variations, a is the bottom slope, N is the buoyancy frequency, f is the
Coriolis frequency, and S 5 aN/ f is the Burger number; NC represents northern California.
Site

b
1024 8C 21

a
1023

N
1023 s21

f
1024 s21

S

Peru PSS
Peru PS
Oregon
NC 1982
NC 1981
NW Africa

2.3
2.3
3.5
3.5
3.5
1.5

10
7.5
6.7
5
5
1.5

5.5
6.2
14.6
8.7
6.8
6.7

20.38
20.38
1.03
0.91
0.91
0.54

1.50
1.20
0.95
0.48
0.38
0.19

From (14), the wind stress does not balance the alongshelf pressure gradient unless S 5 0 (no stratification
or no bottom slope) because of the contribution from
the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence.
3. The importance of the cross-shelf momentum
flux divergence
a. Observations
The proposed dependence of the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence on the wind stress and Burger number is tested using current observations from six midshelf mooring sites in coastal upwelling regions off
Oregon (1973 CUE-2, site B), northwest Africa (1974
Joint 1, site Lisa), two Peru sites (1977 Joint 2, sites
PS and PSS), and northern California in 1981 (CODE1, site C3) and in 1982 (CODE-2, site C3) (Table 1).
These sites were chosen because there are buoy wind
observations and current observations spanning the water column at each site. Cross-shelf and alongshelf orientations are chosen based on the coastline orientation
used in previous studies of the observations from each
site (Lentz 1992). To estimate the Burger number S, the
bottom slope a is determined from bathymetry sections
(Smith 1981; Winant et al. 1987) and the Coriolis parameter f from the latitude (Table 1). The average buoyancy frequency N is estimated from the mean near-surface to near-bottom temperature difference assuming a
linear relationship between temperature and density
(Lentz 1992). The estimates of N are similar to estimates
from the average density sections cited in section 2a
because temperature is a reasonable proxy for density
in these upwelling regions. The four upwelling sites
span a relatively wide range of Burger numbers from
0.2 (NW Africa) to 1.5 (Peru) (Table 1).
The wind stress is estimated from the wind velocity
and the anemometer heights following Large and Pond
(1981). To be consistent with the two-dimensional theory, the depth-averaged cross-shelf flow is removed
from y to obtain y 9 (Dever 1997). The vertical integral
of uy 9 is then estimated using the hourly (unfiltered)
currents and a trapezoidal rule, assuming no vertical
variations in extrapolating to the surface and bottom.
The cross-shelf divergence in the cross-shelf momentum

FIG. 6. Estimates of the ratio of the mean of #2h (uy 9) dz/L to the
mean of (t sx /r o ) as functions of S(1 1 t bx /t sx )/2, the prediction given
by (10), using observations from four coastal upwelling regions; L
is distance to the coast.
0

flux is then estimated as the vertical integral of uy 9
divided by the distance to the coast (L), where the crossshelf momentum flux must be zero. This is equivalent
to integrating (12) from the coast to the mooring site
and assuming there is no cross-shelf variation in the
wind stress or Burger number. The resulting time series
estimated using the unfiltered hourly data were then
low-passed filtered (half-power point 33 h) to focus on
the subtidal variability.
Direct estimates of the cross-shelf momentum flux
divergence are first compared to estimates of the righthand side of (8) because this estimates does not depend
on either the alongshelf pressure gradient or the assumption of steady flow. Bottom stresses are estimated
using a quadratic drag law

t bx 5 C d u b (u b2 1 y b2 )1/2 ,
where (u b , y b ) is the velocity measurement closest to
the bottom and C d 5 2.5 3 10 23 (Lentz and Trowbridge
1991). The bottom stress estimates may not be accurate
because of the uncertainty in C d and the height of the
near-bottom current observations (5–9 m). However, the
comparison is not very sensitive to the bottom stress
estimates because the ratio of t bx /t sx is small, 0.3 or
less, except for northwest Africa where it is 0.8.
The mean divergence in the cross-shelf momentum
flux is a significant fraction of the mean alongshelf wind
stress for Peru and Oregon (ratios 0.5–0.75), but is small
relative to the mean alongshelf wind stress for northwest
Africa (Fig. 6). Thus, the nonlinear momentum flux
terms are significant in some coastal upwelling regions,
as previously suggested for Oregon by Allen and Kundu
(1978). The agreement between the estimated mean
cross-shelf momentum flux divergence and S(1 1 t bx /
t sx )/2 supports the assumption that the cross-shelf momentum flux is due to the cross-shelf circulation acting
on the thermal wind shear of the alongshelf flow and
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FIG. 7. The Burger number (S) dependence of estimates of the
0
mean cross-shelf momentum flux divergence (#2h (uy 9) dz/L) normalized by the wind stress (t sx /r o ) (triangles) and the linear regression
slope of the subtidal cross-shelf momentum flux divergence vs the
alongshelf wind stress (circles) using observations from four coastal
upwelling regions; L is distance to the coast. The corresponding theoretical predictions from (13) for ]h/]x 5 0 (solid line) and for t bx
5 0 (dashed line) are also shown.

suggests the proportionality constant b is about 1. Direct
estimates (not shown) indicate that most of the mean
cross-shelf momentum flux (;75%) at each site is due
to the mean cross-shelf circulation acting on the mean
alongshelf velocity shear, that is the product of the mean
profiles in Fig. 1. The exception is northern California
in 1982 where the mean profiles only account for about
35% of the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence, possibly because of the contribution from mesoscale eddies
(see below).
The ratio of the observed mean cross-shelf momentum flux divergence to the mean alongshelf wind stress
is a nearly linear function of S with a slope of about
0.5 (Fig. 7, Table 2). The regression slope between the
subtidal cross-shelf momentum flux divergence and the
alongshelf wind stress is also roughly a linear function
of S with a slope of about 0.5. Assuming that the flow
is two-dimensional and the temporal acceleration term

is small (quasi-steady flow), (13) and (14) provide estimates of both the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence and the bottom stress in terms of the wind stress,
alongshelf pressure gradient, and S (N, a, and f ). Direct
estimates of the mean alongshelf pressure gradient are
not available, and so estimates were made assuming two
extremes in (13), either that there is no alongshelf pressure gradient (]h/]x 5 0, solid line Fig. 7) or that the
bottom stress is zero, so that the wind stress is opposed
by the alongshelf pressure gradient and the cross-shelf
momentum flux divergence (dashed line Fig. 7). These
two possibilities yield similar dependences on S. The
observations are in better agreement with the latter, consistent with the bottom stress being small relative to the
wind stress.
The observed divergence in the cross-shelf momentum flux is also related to the wind stress, in a manner
consistent with the theory (Fig. 8). Off Peru and Oregon,
where S ø 1, the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence
is substantial in comparison with the wind stress, and
the two time series are correlated (Figs. 8a,b and Table
2). Off northern California and northwest Africa, where
S , 0.5, the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence is
generally small in comparison with the wind stress and
is uncorrelated with the alongshelf wind stress (Figs.
8c,d). Off northern California there are also cross-shelf
momentum flux events that are not obviously related to
the wind stress. For example, the moderate event in early
July 1982 (Fig. 8c) may be associated with a mesoscale
eddy feature over the shelf evident in an infared satellite
image (Lentz 1987).
Explicit estimates of the vertical structure of the
cross-shelf velocity depend on knowing the alongshelf
pressure gradient. However, the cross-shelf velocity profiles are qualitatively consistent with relative magnitudes of the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence in
the sense that the onshore return flow is in the interior
for the Peru and Oregon shelves, where S and the crossshelf momentum flux divergence are large, and the onshore return flow is in the bottom boundary layer for
the northwest Africa shelf, where S and the cross-shelf
momentum flux divergence are small. These observations indicate that the nonlinear cross-shelf momentum

TABLE 2. Estimates for each mooring site of the ratio of the mean divergence in cross-shelf momentum flux to the mean wind stress, the
ratio of the standard deviation of the divergence in cross-shelf momentum flux to the standard deviation of the wind stress, and the regression
slope and correlation between the subtidal divergence in the cross-shelf momentum flux and the wind stress.
Ratio
Site
Peru PSS
Peru PS
Oregon
NC 1982
NC 1981
NW Africa

Time period (UTC)
0000
0000
0000
0000
0700
1900

5 Mar–0500 14 May 1977
5 Mar–0500 14 May 1977
5 Jul–1900 28 Aug 1973
15 Apr–1100 28 Jul 1982
9 Apr–0500 13 Jul 1981
24 Feb–1100 26 Apr 1974

S

Means

Std dev

Regression slope

Correlation

1.50
1.20
0.95
0.48
0.38
0.19

0.72
0.48
0.50
0.30
0.23
0.007

1.36
0.66
0.43
0.40
0.36
0.03

0.62
0.51
0.33
0.14
(0.056)
(0.003)

0.46
0.78
0.75
0.35
0.16*
0.08*

* Correlations are not significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level. The corresponding regression slopes are uncertain but
small.
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FIG. 8. Time series of t sx /r o and # (uy 9) dz/L from (a) Peru (PSS
site), (b) Oregon, (c) northern California, and (d) northwest Africa.
Note that, where S is large, the magnitude of the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence is significant relative to the wind stress and
is correlated with the wind stress. Where S is small, the cross-shelf
momentum flux divergence is small and not correlated with the wind
stress.

flux divergence is substantial relative to the wind stress
at subtidal to monthly time scales in the coastal upwelling regions where the Burger number is 1–1.5
(Oregon and Peru).
b. Numerical model results
The theoretical development in section 2 and the comparison with observations in section 3a both focused
primarily on the steady upwelling response. The timedependent upwelling response is now examined using
the Regional Ocean Model System (ROMS) in a twodimensional configuration. This preliminary analysis
using ROMS is not intended to be a thorough investigation of the time-dependent upwelling response [see
Allen et al. (1995) and Austin and Lentz (2002) for
more complete investigations of the time-dependent upwelling response]. Instead, the primary objectives of this
analysis are 1) to determine the importance of the crossshelf momentum flux divergence to the time-dependent
response and its dependence on S, 2) to determine how
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the vertical structure of the cross-shelf circulation varies
with S, and 3) to identify some of the weaknesses and
limitations of the theory presented in section 2.
ROMS is a free-surface, hydrostatic, primitive equation ocean model that uses stretched, terrain-following
coordinates in the vertical and orthogonal curvilinear coordinates in the horizontal (see the ROMS Web site online
at http://marine.rutgers.edu/po/index.php?model5roms,
for details). The model is here configured in two dimensions (cross-shelf and vertical), in a periodic channel with
length 2 km, using four alongshelf grid points with no
alongshelf variations. The topography is given by h 5
h 0 1 ay, where h 0 5 10 m is the depth at the coast and
a 5 0.004. For y . 47.5 km, the bottom is flat with h
5 200 m. An offshore wall is located 160 km from the
coast and does not affect the results presented here. Horizontal grid spacing is 1 km, while 30 vertical grid points
are used with more grid points concentrated near the
surface and bottom to resolve the boundary layers. Increased horizontal resolution does not substantially
change the present results. Standard dynamical assumptions are made: no flow or density flux through solid
boundaries, linearized bottom stress with a coefficient of
r 5 5 3 10 24 m s 21 , Mellor–Yamada level-2.5 turbulence
closure scheme, uniform rotation with f 5 10 24 s 21 , and
no explicit lateral mixing or viscosity. The ocean is initially at rest with a constant buoyancy frequency N. A
constant, spatially uniform upwelling-favorable alongshelf wind stress (t sx 5 20.1 Pa) is applied over the
entire domain. The baroclinic time step is between 108
and 288 s, being smaller for larger N, while the barotropic
time step is about 10 s.
Twelve model runs were made varying N from 0 to
5 3 10 22 s 21 so that S ranged from 0 to 2.0. As in
previous numerical modeling studies (e.g., Allen et al.
1995; Austin and Lentz 2002), the upwelling response
is unsteady and there are three regions to the flow, an
inner-shelf region where the surface and bottom boundary layers merge (y , 10 km for S 5 1, middle panel
of Fig. 9), a middle region where interior isopycnals
slope upward and there is a geostrophic alongshelf jet
(10 , y , 35 km), and an offshore region where interior
isopycnals are essentially level (y . 35 km). The focus
here is on the middle region of upward sloping isopycnals where the mechanism described in section 2 may
contribute to the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence.
In this region the isopycnal slopes are approximately
0.25 f /N, similar to the observed mean isopycnal slopes
(Fig. 3). The response is unsteady since the region of
sloping isopycnals and the associated upwelling jet
move offshore with time. This complicates interpretation of the numerical model results and precludes quantitative comparisons between the time-dependent numerical model results and the steady theory.
The structure of the cross-shelf velocity after 13 days
varies substantially for different values of S (Fig. 9).
For S # 0.5 the onshore return flow is concentrated in
the bottom boundary layer. However, for S ø 1, the
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FIG. 9. The cross-shelf velocity as a function of depth and offshore distance after 13 days of
a 0.1-Pa upwelling-favorable wind stress, from three numerical model runs with different Burger
numbers (S). The grayscale for the cross-shelf velocities (m s 21 ) is shown on the right and the
white contours denote zero velocity. Isopycnals are shown by the black lines. Note that the onshore
return flow (negative velocities) for S 5 0.4 is largest in the bottom boundary layer, while for S
5 2.0 it is largest just below the surface boundary layer.

onshore return flow (10 , y , 35 km) is spread more
uniformly throughout the water column. As S approaches 2, the onshore return flow (10 , y , 45 km) is largest
just below the surface boundary layer and there is essentially no return flow in the bottom boundary layer.
The vertical structure of the cross-shelf flow for S 5 1
is qualitatively consistent with the vertical structure of
the mean cross-shelf flow over the Oregon and Peru
shelves seen in Fig. 1. The dependence on S of the
vertical structure of the onshore flow is consistent with

the steady theoretical prediction that the onshore return
flow would be concentrated in the bottom boundary
layer for small S and in the interior when S is one or
larger. However, the numerical model results also emphasize a limitation of the theory; the assumption that
the interior cross-shelf flow is vertically uniform.
To quantify the dependence on S, the cross-shelf
transports in the surface and bottom boundary layers
and in the interior were calculated for each numerical
model run after 13 days at a position y 5 20 km (see
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Fig. 9). This location was chosen as representative of
the region where interior isopycnals slope upward toward the coast. The surface boundary layer transport is
estimated as transport above the uppermost zero crossing of the cross-shelf velocity. The bottom boundary
layer transport is estimated as the transport below the
top of the bottom boundary layer, which is approximated
by the near-bottom depth at which there is a large change
in the vertical shear of the cross-shelf velocity. The
interior cross-shelf transport is estimated as the transport
between the base of the surface boundary layer and the
top of the bottom boundary layer because it is difficult
to identify the portion of the interior transport that extends into the boundary layers. Consequently, this underestimates the interior transport as defined in (5) by
the amount contained in the boundary layers. The surface boundary layer transport is approximately constant
and equal to the wind-driven Ekman transport (not
shown). The bottom boundary layer transport (normalized by the surface boundary layer transport) decreases
with increasing S, while the normalized interior transport increases with increasing S (Fig. 5 symbols). These
tendencies in the time-dependent numerical model results are consistent with the steady theory.
Estimation of the terms in the alongshelf momentum
balance (2) reveals some discrepancies between the
time-dependent numerical model results and the steady
theory. The individual terms are estimated as average
values from day 12 to day 14 over the region between
y 5 10 km and y 5 20 km. Estimates of the cross-shelf
momentum flux divergence are not very sensitive to the
region chosen because the cross-shelf momentum flux
exhibits an approximately linear increase from the coast
to a maximum near the center of the upwelling jet. The
bottom stress (normalized by the wind stress) decreases
from about 1 for S 5 0 to 0.4 for S 5 2 (Fig. 4a
symbols), consistent with the dependence of the bottom
boundary layer transport on S (Fig. 5). The decrease is
also qualitatively consistent with the steady theory,
though the rate of decrease with increasing S is smaller
than predicted by the steady theory assuming the proportionality constant b 5 1. These results are also consistent with the numerical model results of Allen et al.
(1995), who noted that the bottom stress did not balance
the surface stress after 16 days, in three different runs.
Their estimates of t bx /t sx (the average over the crossshelf region from 50–150 km in their Fig. 15) exhibit
a similar decrease with increasing Burger number (Fig.
4a). The stratification (N) in the model runs of Allen et
al. (1995) is not constant with depth, which may account
for the differences between the two sets of numerical
runs. The Burger numbers for the model runs of Allen
et al. were estimated using one-half of the maximum
buoyancy frequency.
The cross-shelf momentum flux divergence (normalized by the wind stress) increases from 0 to 0.3 as S
increases from 0 to 0.6 and is relatively constant for S
between 0.6 and 2 (Fig. 4b symbols). The cross-shelf
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momentum flux divergence does not continue to increase as S increases and hence is much smaller than
predicted by the steady theory with b 5 1. This discrepancy is largely due to a nonzero temporal acceleration term (Fig. 4c). That is, the numerical model has
not reached steady state after 13 days in the region
where the momentum terms are estimated. Consequently
both the divergence in the cross-shelf momentum flux
and the temporal acceleration contribute to the interior
onshore transport seen in Fig. 5. This relationship between the momentum terms and the interior transport
can be seen by dividing (2) by f and noting that the
right-hand side (without the alongshelf pressure gradient) is equal to the interior cross-shelf transport (y i h)
from (5). Based on these numerical model calculations
it is unclear whether a steady balance is ever reached
in the region of upward sloping isopycnals and, if so,
how the steady balance is achieved.
4. Discussion
a. Time scale to reach steady state
The simple theory presented in section 2 neglects
temporal acceleration, which the numerical model results suggest can be important, even on time scales of
13 days or longer. In the context of the theory, an estimate of the time scale to reach steady state can be
made by substituting the expression for the divergence
of the cross-shelf momentum flux given in (10) into the
alongshelf momentum balance (2) and then approximating the bottom stress with a linear drag law of the
form t bx 5 r o ru b . From (3) and (9), u(z) ø u b 2 N(z
1 h) for upwelling. Substituting this expression into the
acceleration term in (2) and calculating the vertical integral yields a first-order differential equation for u b .
The associated frictional adjustment time scale is
Tf 5

h
1
.
r (1 1 S/2)

This is only a slight reduction of the traditional frictional
adjustment time scale h/r for larger values of S, in contrast to the numerical model results that suggest a longer
adjustment time (Fig. 4). However, the theory does not
consider either the adjustment of the interior density
field or buoyancy advection in the bottom boundary
layer (e.g., Chapman 2002). Both of these processes are
likely to play a critical role in the overall adjustment.
For example, buoyancy advection in the bottom boundary layer is evident in the numerical model calculations
(near-bottom isopycnal tilts in Fig. 9) and may contribute to the persistence of the temporal acceleration term
by reducing the bottom stress. In a more general sense,
the theory presented in section 2 is incomplete because
it does not account for the interplay between the adjustment of the density field and the cross-shelf circulation. This interplay is presently under investigation
using the numerical model.
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b. Downwelling
The theory presented in section 2 was derived for
upwelling-favorable winds, but it can also be applied
to downwelling by reversing the sign of the alongshelf
wind stress and the isopycnal slopes. For downwelling
winds (t sx . 0) and no alongshelf pressure gradient,
(11) and (12) are the same as for upwelling, except that
the sign in front of each factor of bS/2 is reversed. Thus,
in the downwelling case for S , 2, there is an onshore
momentum fluxs that acts in the same direction as the
wind stress, in contrast to upwelling. As a result, the
bottom stress must be larger than the wind stress because
it balances both the wind stress and the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence. At S 5 2, for downwelling,
(11) and (12) have a singularity, suggesting that a
steady-state does not exist in the theory. For S . 2,
there is a flow reversal near the bottom, and so the
bottom stress acts in the same direction as the wind
stress, and both are balanced by the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence. Two-dimensional numerical
modeling studies (Allen and Newberger 1996) show that
for downwelling the cross-shelf density gradients are
concentrated in a narrow front, in contrast to upwelling
(Allen et al. 1995). This suggests that there may not be
a region of the flow where the theory is valid during
downwelling because cross-shelf variations in ]r/]y
cannot be neglected. However, Allen and Newberger
(1996) do show that the bottom stress exceeds the wind
stress by a factor of 3–7 within the front and that the
magnitude of the bottom stress increases with S (their
Fig. 13). This result is qualitatively consistent with the
theoretical prediction that the bottom stress should exceed the wind stress, suggesting that the cross-shelf momentum flux divergence may be important.
5. Summary
A new theory is proposed for two-dimensional upwelling that relates the structure of the wind-driven
cross-shelf circulation and associated dynamics in the
region of upward sloping isopycnals to the stratification,
the bathymetry, and the wind forcing. The theory provides estimates of the divergence of the nonlinear crossshelf momentum flux and insight into its influence on
both the dynamics and the cross-shelf circulation. The
basic assumption is that the cross-shelf momentum flux
is primarily due to the wind-driven cross-shelf circulation acting on the vertically sheared, geostrophic
alongshelf flow, in a manner analogous to the offshore
flux of heat during coastal upwelling. Thus, for example,
during upwelling, there is a near-surface offshore flux
of faster alongshelf flow and a deeper onshore flux of
slower alongshelf flow. This is not a complete theory
of two-dimensional coastal upwelling because it does
not include the evolution of the density field in response
to the circulation. Instead, the isopycnal slope is assumed to be proportional to f /N based on the assumption
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that the cross-shelf scale of the sloping isopycnals is the
baroclinic deformation radius (Charney 1955). This assumption is supported by the observed mean isopycnal
slopes. The theory predicts that the importance of the
cross-shelf momentum flux divergence relative to the
wind stress depends on the strength of the stratification,
as measured by the Burger number S 5 aN/ f, where a
is the bottom slope, N is the buoyancy frequency, and
f is the Coriolis parameter. For small Burger number
(weak stratification), the cross-shelf momentum flux is
small, the bottom stress balances the wind stress, and
the onshore return flow is primarily in the bottom
boundary layer. For Burger number of order 1 or greater
(strong stratification), the cross-shelf momentum flux
divergence is relatively large and primarily balances the
wind stress. Consequently, the bottom stress is small,
and most of the onshore return flow is in the interior.
Direct estimates of the cross-shelf momentum flux
divergence were made using moored current observations from four coastal upwelling regions (northwest
Africa, northern California, Oregon, and Peru). Although many characteristics of these coastal upwelling
regions are similar (e.g., Lentz 1992), they span a wide
range of Burger numbers (0.2–1.5). Both the mean and
subtidal cross-shelf momentum flux divergence are substantial relative to the wind stress (50% or more) off
Peru and Oregon, but are small off northwest Africa.
The magnitude of the divergence in the nonlinear offshore momentum flux (normalized by the wind stress)
scales with the Burger number (Fig. 7), supporting the
new theory, specifically (13).
The cross-shelf momentum flux divergence is also
found to increase with increasing S in the region of
upward sloping isopycnals in time-dependent two-dimensional numerical model calculations of coastal upwelling. In the numerical model runs, the vertical position of the onshore return flow shifts from the bottom
boundary layer for small S to the interior for S ø 1
(Fig. 5), qualitatively consistent with the steady theory.
However, the numerical model results and observed
mean current profiles show that for 1 , S , 2 the
onshore return flow may be concentrated higher in the
water column (Fig. 9) and thus is not vertically uniform
as assumed in the steady theory. The temporal acceleration of the alongshelf flow is similar in magnitude
to the divergence in the cross-shelf momentum flux after
13 days in the numerical model results, and both contribute to the interior onshore flow. At present it is unclear how long it takes to reach steady state or if a steady
state is ever attained in the vicinity of the upwelling jet
in the numerical model calculations.
An interesting feature of both the mean cross-shelf
current profiles from several upwelling regions (Fig. 1)
and the numerical model results is the concentration of
the onshore return flow near the surface at larger Burger
numbers. This suggests that the upwelling circulation,
and particularly the depth from which water is upwelled,
may be quite different in regions characterized by large
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versus small Burger numbers. The dynamics that determine the vertical structure of the interior return flow,
its dependence on S, and the relevance of this twodimensional process to the vertical structure of the
cross-shelf flow in the ocean (Fig. 1) is the subject of
ongoing research.
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